Remote Monitoring
Solutions

The complete range
of HVAC solutions
for your business:

––Sales
––Service
––Spares
––Controls
––Rental

Remote Monitoring for
HVAC Equipment and
Complete Building Systems
Protecting your investment
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems are one of the
largest investments in any building. Protecting those investments are key
to a successful building management strategy. Without 24 hour expert
attention your system could be costing you far more than it should, not to
mention increasing your risk of costly downtime, emergency repairs and
uncomfortable occupants.
For over 100 years, Carrier has led the manufacture and servicing of HVAC
systems. Carrier’s expertise and specialist knowledge enable you to get
exactly the service you need to ensure your equipment operates smoothly,
efficiently and cost effectively. Combining our experience with today’s most
advanced communications technology enables Carrier to deliver a Remote
Monitoring Service that will save you time and money, and provide peace of
mind throughout the year.

Remote Monitoring
Carrier’s Remote Monitoring System constantly
analyses your assets via a real time connection.
It can identify a potential problem before it occurs.
The best course of action is confirmed automatically.
This can reduce the need for an on-site service call.
Adjustments can often be made remotely. This not
only saves you money but also ensures that operation
is continuous.
Any building, any system, anywhere 24 hours,
365 days
Regardless of your location, building type or system,
Carrier can provide equipment monitoring that will
detect problems earlier and remedy them sooner.
A Remote Monitoring System is perfect for companies
with multiple sites ensuring a maximum level of
service to every building and providing a consolidated
picture of your equipment assets.

Proactive Service
When on-site repairs are required, immediate access to the
information specific to your site allows technicians to work faster
and more effectively. If smaller problems are detected remotely,
you can choose to schedule service calls to suit you. This
minimises disruption to your facilities and occupants.

Benefits Check List
—— 24 hour attention 365 days of the year
—— Maximum building protection
—— Reduced risk of equipment failure

Reporting
Your Carrier Remote Monitoring Service will provide you with
comprehensive reports generated from data being captured
on a daily basis from your system. These reports can help
identify efficiency levels, performance trends and energy
saving opportunities.

—— Monitoring of Carrier and other manufacturers’ systems
—— Improved indoor air quality
—— Refrigerant leak detection
—— Equipment adjustments made remotely
—— Improved equipment performance
—— Reduced service call out costs
—— Faster response when on-site service is needed
—— Valuable operational data records
—— Reports that identify cost saving opportunities
—— Flexible, customised levels of service
—— Options to suit your needs

Peak performance,
optimised efficiency and
reduced operating costs.
The Carrier
Service Partnership
When you choose Carrier Remote Monitoring, you get much
more than routine service. You can be sure that you have
selected the industry experts, and qualified technicians that you
can depend on 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. A Carrier Service
Partnership will optimise your system performance, maximise
your peace of mind and enhance your bottom line.

If you’d like any more information
about our products and services:
Call us today: 0870 600 1166
Email us: service@carrier.utc.com
Visit our site: www.carrieraircon.co.uk
PART OF UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

